* S Supporting Information ABSTRACT: Nanoparticles have been used for engineering composite materials to improve the intrinsic properties and/or add functionalities to pristine polymers. The majority of the studies have focused on the incorporation of spherical nanoparticles within the composite fibers. Herein, we incorporate anisotropic branched-shaped zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles into fibrous scaffolds fabricated by electrospinning. The addition of the branched particles resulted in their protrusion from fibers, mimicking the architecture of a rose stem. We demonstrated that the encapsulation of different-shape particles significantly influences the physicochemical and biological activities of the resultant composite scaffolds. In particular, the branched nanoparticles induced heterogeneous crystallization of the polymeric matrix and enhance the ultimate mechanical strain and strength. Moreover, the three-dimensional (3D) nature of the branched ZnO nanoparticles enhanced adhesion properties of the composite scaffolds to the tissues. In addition, the rose stem-like constructs offered excellent antibacterial activity, while supporting the growth of eukaryote cells. KEYWORDS: Branched tetrapod nanoparticles, zinc oxide, electrospinning, nanocomposites, antimicrobial, scaffolds P olymeric nanocomposites are widely processed into fibrous materials for various disciplines such as tissue engineering, 1,2 energy harvesting, 3 flexible electronics, 4 drug delivery, 5 and methods of filtration. 6 Generally, some nanoscale structures from inorganic materials, e.g., from metals, metal oxides, are dispersed into polymer structures to provide additional chemical and/or physical functionalities. 7, 8 Previous works of spherical zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles dispersed within semicrystalline polycaprolactone (PCL) fibrous structures have demonstrated enhancements in antimicrobial activities, 9 angiogenesis in vivo, 10 and dermal regeneration. 11 However, the recent advances in nanomaterial synthesis allow the production of a new class of branched ZnO nanoparticles via the flame transport synthesis technique. 12 The unique branched geometry of this nanomaterial allows the creation of physical interlocking segments, which provides diverse functionalities in the field of self-reporting materials, 13 antifouling surfaces, 14 electronic sensing devices, 15 gene transfection agents, 16 and antiviral materials, 17 as well as bonding to nonadherent surfaces. 18 In this work, flame-made branched ZnO nanostructures (spikes length in the 1−5 μm range and diameters in the 50−200 nm range, as confirmed by scanning electron microscopy images shown in Figures S1 and S2) were incorporated into the PCL scaffold via electrospinning. We studied the physical and chemical properties of engineered composites as compared to pristine PCL and electrospun PCL scaffold embedded with spherical particles. Due to the irregular shape of the branched ZnO particles, these nanostructures could not be fully confined into the fibers, resulting in protrusions from fibers' surfaces. Such protrusions mimic the natural structure of rose spikes. As reported by Zander et al., nanosized spikes increase the roughness and surface area of the material and affect the overall chemical and physical properties of the resultant hybrid structures. 19 In this study, we investigated the effects of particle geometry on the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the composite fibers by manipulating particle-fiber interphase.
Spherical and branched ZnO particles were dispersed in a 10% (w/v) solution of PCL in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) and electrospun to obtain fibrous composite scaffolds. Pristine PCL fibrous scaffolds were also prepared. The strong particle− polymer interactions between ZnO and PCL inhibited phase separation during the solvent evaporation. 20 The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the branched composite scaffold illustrated that the nanostructures were not totally confined within the fibers, showing branching protrusions through the fibers' surfaces, mimicking the rose spikes architecture (Figure 1a and Figure S1 ). The surface of the spherical-particle encapsulated nanofibers on the other hand appeared to be just slightly rough at the fiber interphase while the pristine PCL fibrous surface was smooth (Supporting Information S1A). Higher branched particle fractions (3 and 5% w/v) led to an overlapping of the protrusions, forming macropores within the fibrous substrates ( Figure S4 ). Energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) was deployed and merged with the SEM analysis to map the elemental atoms and to identify the particle distribution within the fibrous networks. The highest distribution of zinc atoms on the fiber surface was visible on constructs with spherical particles, which was proportional to the nanomaterial concentration. This evidence was related to the greater surface-area-to-volume ratio of the spherical nanoparticles as compared to the branched particles (considering equal weight per volume ratio) ( Figure 1b ).
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis was performed to identify the variations in the particle−polymer interphase interactions induced by the geometrical nature of the nanomaterials 21 (Figure 2a , c). As shown in Figure 2a , the carbonyl peaks [v(CO)] of pristine PCL and spherical-particle incorporated fibrous materials appeared at 1716 cm −1 while for the branched system the peak shifted to a lower wavenumber (1714 cm −1 ). Moreover, the asymmetrical ester peak of branched composite scaffold was also shifted to 1235 cm −1 compared to the other tested structures. We speculate that the branched morphology and the nanostaired surface of the spikes affected the two chemical functional groups of the semicrystalline polymer carrier (Figure 2a ,c and Table 1 ). To further characterize the physical effect of the particle− polymer interphase interactions on PCL's crystalline planes, wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) was carried out. As shown in the Figure 2b ,c, addition of ZnO nanoparticles within the fibrous polymer matrix led to sharpening of the PCL reflection planes, suggesting the variation in crystalline polymer domain sizes compared to pristine PCL nanofibers (4.2 Å). 22 This reflection displacement was more intense in substrates containing branched particles [displacement to the plane (110) (3.75 Å)], confirming the hypothesis that protrusions of the branched particles altered the PCL's overall crystallinity.
These results are in good agreement with the previous observations, pointing out that the branched ZnO nanoparticles induced crystallization in nylon-based composites. 23 The mechanical properties of the composite fibers were assessed through the uniaxial tensile test to investigate the effect of the particles on the ultimate strength and the Young's modulus of the fibers. Figure 3a demonstrates that the incorporation of 1% (w/v) branched particles into polymer network led to a significant enhancement of the ultimate strength of the pristine PCL from 1.2 MPa to 1.9 MPa in the branched composite. A similar observation was reported in computational and experimental studies that demonstrated an improvement of bulk polymer properties due to the introduction of branched nanomaterials. 24 The trend is further evident considering the Young's modulus of the structures which drastically increased from 7 MPa for pristine PCL to ∼13 MPa for the composite containing 1% branched ZnO (p < 0.33, Figure 3b ). However, the addition of 3 and 5% (w/v) ZnO particles did not further reinforce the PCL structure but introduced weak point in the polymer network. 25 The geometry of the branched particles and the rose-like constructs formed after their incorporation within the polymeric membranes could facilitate the physical interlocking and penetration to soft substrate (such as tissues) to improve the adhesive properties. Surface topography can indeed play an important role in the adhesion strength between substrates and skin. In addition to the penetration of the spike of the rose-like substrates into skin, their high surface area may also positively contribute to the adhesion strength.
To prove our hypothesis, the electrospun fibers were sandwiched between two pieces of porcine skin and a uniform force with a 150 g weight was applied for 1 min. The use of the 5% (w/v) composite substrates in the adhesion tests was to note the effect of particle shape, on adhesion strength. We expected that the highest particle concentration would exhibit the most distinct difference. Samples were then subjected to lap shear test. Results showed that the rose stem-like composites containing 5% branched particles had significant higher adhesive properties (10.4 MPa) as compared to those containing 5% spherical particles (3.3 MPa) and pristine PCL (1.6 MPa) (p < 0.001 Figure 3c,d) . SEM images from the interface of the porcine skin and the fiber mat with branched nanoparticles indicated the penetration of the spikes of branched particles into the porcine skin. Therefore, the increased adhesive strength might be due to the physical between topographically heterogenous electrospun fibers and the porcine skin (Figure 3e ).
The variations in surface composition and architecture affect interfacial properties including the contact angle. The contact angle (CA) measurements on the scaffolds surface were performed to evaluate their wettability and hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties (Figure 3f ). Pristine PCL was hydrophobic and showed a nonwetting regime (CA ∼ 130°). The incorporation of spherical particles slightly reduced the CA, improving the wetting regime of the PCL structure. In contrast, the branched composites showed higher CA, increasing the overall hydrophobicity of the fibrous constructs. The similarity between the contact angle of pristine PCL and rose-like structures might be due to coating of PCL on the surface of the spikes. SEM images suggested the presence of a thin layer of PCL on the surface of the spikes ( Figure S2) .
The antibacterial properties of ZnO nanoparticles have been previously shown and used for various medical applications. 26 To assess the antibacterial potency of the fabricated hybrid scaffolds, we used the lowest ZnO concentration (1% w/v). Substrates containing 1% (w/v) branched particles were seeded with prokaryotic microorganisms (E. coli and P. aeruginosa). Data reported in Figure 4a ,b showed poor adhesion and proliferation of both tested microorganisms on ZnO composite fibrous scaffolds. Moreover, the reduction of the biofilm formation as compared to pristine PCL, confirmed that antibacterial properties were preserved following incorporation of the ZnO branched nanoparticles into the PCL electrospun fiber. The observed behavior might be due to the difference between the surface topography of substrates containing spherical and branched particles. In addition, the exposure of the ZnO nanospikes might have also contributed to the enhanced antibacterial activity. Cells attachment on pristine PCL and ZnO containing fibrous substrates containing 5% (w/v) of particles was assessed by seeding human keratinocytes on the substrate. After 48 h, cells were fixed and imaged by SEM (Figure 4c ). The images demonstrated a high cell attachment to fibrous scaffolds. The in vitro biocompatibility of fabricated scaffolds was further assessed by measuring the metabolic activity of the cells cultured on scaffolds using a PrestoBlue assay after 1 and 3 days (Figure 4d ). Results showed that the branched ZnO particles do not induce any cytotoxic effects after incorporation within PCL mats. On the other hand, the scaffolds containing 5% (w/v) of spherical particles showed slight inhibitory effects on cellular growth. Considering the reduced bacteria growth and improved cellular growth, the engineered rose-like constructs may be an interesting candidate for regenerative applications susceptible to infection.
In conclusion, we have developed a PCL-based fibrous nanocomposite system embedded with spherical or branched ZnO nanoparticles. The focus of the work is to shed light on the difference in characteristics of composite substrates where the particles are exposed and not embedded within the polymeric fibers. However, the difference in particle size could also contribute to some of the observed differences in the properties of the fabricated composite substrates. Incorporation of the branched particles resulted in the formation of rose stem-like thorns. These geometric features resulted in enhanced mechanical properties and adhesion strength to soft tissue. The lower surface area of the branched ZnO nanoparticles in the electrospun fibers also led to higher biocompatibility as well as reduced antimicrobial activity. Therefore, at low concentrations of branched ZnO particles, the rose stem-like engineered constructs can be appropriate candidates for regenerative applications susceptible to infection as they support cellular growth and reduce bacterial adhesions. 
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